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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Deficiency of anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) not only reduces the stability of the knee joint but also compromises lower limb coordination during functional tasks \[[@pone.0149837.ref001],[@pone.0149837.ref002]\]. Previous studies demonstrated alterations in the movement characteristics of both the affected and unaffected sides in these patients \[[@pone.0149837.ref003],[@pone.0149837.ref004]\]. For example, it is reported that the lower limb flexion/extension moment of ACL deficient (ACLD) subjects was substantially different from those of normal population. This was the case for both lower limbs and was spared from the kinematics of movement \[[@pone.0149837.ref005]\]. Therefore, such a deficiency has tremendous effects not only on the ipsilateral side but also on other joints or segments in the countralateral side \[[@pone.0149837.ref003],[@pone.0149837.ref005]--[@pone.0149837.ref007]\]. As such, enough evidence exists to show that this local injury could modify strategies in a more global fashion. Therefore, in the case of unilateral ACL injuries, it is quite possible to observe altered coordination patterns in both limbs with or without changes in the kinematics of movement.

Considering that the interlimb or intralimb coordination entails the interaction of many segments and muscles, examining the kinematics/kinetics of single joints may not be a good representation of the coordination among different joints \[[@pone.0149837.ref008]--[@pone.0149837.ref010]\]. Sophisticated dynamical system approaches have been developed to quantitatively measure coordination and provide higher dimensional information. One such method is the Continuous Relative Phase (CRP) which incorporates the velocity and position of two segments of interest \[[@pone.0149837.ref009],[@pone.0149837.ref011]\]. It is suggested that this approach fully explains the dynamics of the system at the segmental level \[[@pone.0149837.ref008]\].

Studies on single joints' kinematics and kinetics have frequently appeared in the literature \[[@pone.0149837.ref012],[@pone.0149837.ref013]\]. However, such an approach provides lower dimensional information and cannot be a good representation of segmental coordination and therefore, cannot provide a full description of the pathology \[[@pone.0149837.ref011]\]. Here we used a dynamical system approach to investigate the coordination pattern of ACLD subjects in a functional task: stepping down. Since this movement entails intra-limb coordination, this provided us with a good opportunity to examine how the deficiency in a supportive structure affects the whole patterns of coordination. It is suggested that in activities such as stepping down the kinematics are very likely not to be affected \[[@pone.0149837.ref005]\]. Therefore, verifying step descent task would help us to examine coordination even if the kinematics is unaltered. On the other hand, it has been repeatedly shown that variability substantially increases in pathologic conditions and is an indicator of adaptation of motor control system dealing with challenging situations \[[@pone.0149837.ref014],[@pone.0149837.ref015]\]. Therefore, examining variability in this functional task could provide valuable insight on the pathophysiology of the ACL deficiency. Here again, instead of evaluating the variability of single segments, coordination variability has been examined.

We investigated the biomechanics of a simple, yet challenging functional task of stepping down to verify possible changes in the kinematics and coordination of lower limbs with the assumption that these two entities might not be affected in the same manner. The results demonstrated that kinematic data do not show any significant difference between the two groups. However, using continuous relative phase, we are able to distinguish patients with ACLD knee from healthy control group.

Materials and Methods {#sec002}
=====================

Participants {#sec003}
------------

From 47 potentially-eligible patients, 23 volunteered to participate in the present study. They were recruited from the surgery waiting list of the patients whose injury occurred 6 to 12 months earlier. Inclusion criteria were: (a) non-operated, chronic (more than 6 months after injury), right-sided, and complete ACL rupture with or without meniscal injury, diagnosed by MRI and clinical examination; (b) pain less than grade three according to visual analogue scale (0--10) at the time of examination; not to interfere in task performance, and (c) no history of any other musculoskeletal or neurological injury. Patients with ACLD knee differ functionally based on ability to cope with their injury. In this study, ACLD subjects were non-coper based on criteria established in the literature \[[@pone.0149837.ref016]\], i.e. patients were recruited if they had at least one of the following criteria:

Experienced two or more episodes of giving way since injury, global rating of function rated less than 60% of that of pre-injury level, and acquire less than 60% of that of the intact side in 6m timed hop test.

The control group consisted of 23 healthy male subjects. They were university students who volunteered to participate in the study. They were right-leg dominant as the patient group. The two groups were matched according to age, mass, height, and activity level ([Table 1](#pone.0149837.t001){ref-type="table"}). In the present study, right and left legs of the healthy subjects were compared to right and left legs of the ACLD subjects, respectively. In order to minimize the effect of activity level on the study results, Tegner activity scale was utilized to compare the activity level of the two groups prior to ACL injury \[[@pone.0149837.ref017]\]. All participants signed an informed consent form before participating in the study. This study has been approved ethically by the Ethics Committee of Shiraz University of Medical Science (reference number: CT-91-6336).

10.1371/journal.pone.0149837.t001

###### Descriptive characteristics of ACLD subjects and healthy control group.

![](pone.0149837.t001){#pone.0149837.t001g}

  Item                        ACLD (n = 23)   Control (n = 23)
  --------------------------- --------------- ------------------
  Age(y)                      27.56±5.29      25.65±5.14
  Height(cm)                  176.17±4.72     177.52±6.43
  Mass (Kg)                   76.04±8.55      74.39±11.17
  Activity level (0--10)      5.76±1.77       5.52±1.59
  Time since injury (month)   8.02±2.28       \-
  Preferred speed (m/s)       0.38±0.04       0.37±0.03

ACLD = Anterior cruciate ligament deficient

Procedure {#sec004}
---------

Laboratory set-up "[S1 Fig](#pone.0149837.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Fig 1](#pone.0149837.g001){ref-type="fig"}" consisted of a 21 cm height custom-made step, the highest entitled height of step proposed by International Code Council 2003 \[[@pone.0149837.ref018]\], in a 5 meter walkway. The laboratory space was surrounded by eight Qualysis motion analysis system cameras (Qualysis Track Manager System version 2.9, Gothenburg, Sweden) which were used to capture the coordinates of passive reflective markers at 60 Hz. The calibration markers were mounted to the specified landmarks based on Visual 3D guidelines as follows: anterolateral and posterolateral of the head, acromions, iliac crests, anterior and posterior iliac spines, right and left greater trochanters, medial and lateral epicondyles of femur, medial and lateral maleoli, both calcanei, heads of first and fifth metatarsals, and bases of the fifth metatarsals. Seven tracking markers were installed on the thorax to track this segment. Four clusters were used as tracking markers to track thighs and shanks. The head and trunk were built for accurate tracing of the center of mass.

![Step cycle.\
The supporting limb (right limb) is on the step and the stepping limb (left limb) touches the ground. I: initial position, S: start-point (maximum mediolateral position of the center of mass), E: end-point (minimum vertical position of the center of mass). The distance between the points S and E considered as task cycle and interpolated to 100 points.](pone.0149837.g001){#pone.0149837.g001}

Subjects placed their feet in the specified position on the step, with weight distributed evenly between the two feet. Initial position was monitored using a vertical bar with two horizontal pointers; one along maximum thoracic curvature and the other aligned with the point between the two posterior superior iliac spines to ensure consistent initial condition for all trials \[[@pone.0149837.ref019]\]. They were also asked to hold their head upright and look at a specified marker installed on the front wall a five-meter distance prior to starting descending step. In addition to dynamic trials, a standing static trial was recorded to establish neutral anatomical position.

Prior to each trial, subjects were asked to assume the same initial position. This position was monitored by two experimenters to ensure that initial position was reproducible across successive trials.

All participants were instructed to cross their arms against their chest in order to not utilize the upper body in balance compensations and also not to mask reflective markers while performing the task \[[@pone.0149837.ref020]\]. All subjects were instructed to land with their left (stepping) foot, while their right (supporting) leg was on the step to control lowering of the body mass. Kinematic data were recorded for seven seconds.

In this study, a single step which was employed previously was used to test our hypothesis \[[@pone.0149837.ref016],[@pone.0149837.ref020],[@pone.0149837.ref021]\]. All participants were requested to step down at their preferred speed and to continue to the end of the walkway "[Fig 1](#pone.0149837.g001){ref-type="fig"}". Each subject completed a minimum of twenty trials of the step-descent task. Twenty trials with good marker visibility were selected for further analysis. Coordination pattern, coordination variability and ankle, knee and hip joints kinematics were considered as dependant variables. Likewise, group (ACLD and control) was considered as independent variable.

Data analysis {#sec005}
-------------

After data collection, body was modeled with a nine-segment model in the Visual 3D software consisting of the following segments: foot, shank, and thigh of both the supporting and stepping legs, pelvis, trunk, and head-neck segments in the sagittal plane. Using Visual 3D software, marker's coordinates were filtered with a fourth-order Butterworth filter with the cut-off frequency of 6 Hz. Previous research showed that averaging variability within a specific part of a task provides more sensitive detection of inter-subject disparities \[[@pone.0149837.ref022]--[@pone.0149837.ref024]\]. In the present study, frames associated with maximum mediolateral and minimum vertical positions of the center of mass were established using center of mass trajectory for start-point and end-point of the task, respectively. The angle data between these two points were then interpolated using a cubic spline technique \[[@pone.0149837.ref009],[@pone.0149837.ref025],[@pone.0149837.ref026]\]. The extracted period corresponds mainly to controlled lowering and stepping phases of the step-descent task \[[@pone.0149837.ref027]\].

To determine coordination patterns, Continuous Relative Phase method was implemented.

In this method, the relative phase is first calculated by plotting the position of one joint or segment with respect to angular velocity of that joint or segment in a phase plane \[[@pone.0149837.ref011]\]. Continuous relative phase was then calculated for the foot-shank and shank-thigh couplings in the sagittal plane by subtracting the relative phase of distal segment from proximal segment \[[@pone.0149837.ref010]\] "[Fig 2](#pone.0149837.g002){ref-type="fig"}".

![(A) Representation of segment and joint angles. θ~*thigh*~ and θ~*shank*~ are thigh and shank angles, respectively, (B) phase portrait of the shank to calculate shank phase angle.\
Such phase portrait was also constructed for thigh. Continuous relative phase was calculated by subtracting shank phase angle from thigh phase angle.](pone.0149837.g002){#pone.0149837.g002}

To calculate the CRP, phase angle (*∅*~*CRP*~) was first determined using [Eq (1)](#pone.0149837.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"} $$\phi_{CRP}\left( i \right) = \text{tan}^{- 1}\left( {\omega_{norm}\left( i \right)/\theta_{norm}\left( i \right)} \right);$$

Indeed, phase angle is the angle between a line connecting the origin to a data point, *i* and horizontal line in the phase plot of *θ*~*norm*~ and ω~*norm*~ \[[@pone.0149837.ref011]\].

Continuous relative phase was then calculated using [Eq (2)](#pone.0149837.e002){ref-type="disp-formula"} $$\Delta\phi_{CRP\text{  }sh/th}\left( i \right) = abs\left( {\phi_{CRP\text{  }sh}\left( i \right) - \phi_{CRP\text{  }th}\left( i \right)} \right)$$ Where Δ*∅*~*CRP*,*sh/th*~(*i*) is the shank- thigh CRP at point *i*. *∅*~*CRP*,*sh*~ and *∅*~*CRP*,*th*~ are also shank and thigh phase angles, respectively, where *abs* represents absolute value. To eliminate discontinuities in continuous relative phase curves, values greater than 180 degrees were subtracted from 360, which resulted in continuous relative phases between 0 and 180 degrees \[[@pone.0149837.ref009]\]. The greater the continuous relative phase value, the more anti-phase segments and vice versa. Anti-phase relationship indicates that the two segments are moving in the opposite direction and in-phase relationship denotes the two segments are moving in the same direction. The reversals demonstrate changes in coordination dynamic \[[@pone.0149837.ref008]\].

The continuous relative phase variability was defined as the between-cycle standard deviation of continuous relative phase curve data points for each participant and was averaged over the cycle (over all data points *i*). Kinematics of the hip, knee and ankle of both the supporting and stepping legs during the early phase and at initial contact of the step-descent task was calculated to determine whether discrete kinematics demonstrate differences between the two groups.

A third-order polynomial curve fit with cubic model was utilized to construct a curve that best approximated our data points of the control group. Then, the coefficients were compared to that of patient group to verify the differences between the two groups. Cubic model was used as it was the model that competently fit to our data points. No additional processing was applied on our data points. Nonlinear regression analysis was used to compare coordination pattern and variability between the two groups. The descriptive characteristics (age, height, weight and activity level) between the two groups were compared using an independent *t-*test.

Results {#sec006}
=======

Supporting leg {#sec007}
--------------

Based on the coefficients of the nonlinear regression analysis, no difference was seen in the coordination pattern of the supporting foot-shank coupling between the two groups. In the first 30 percent and last 20 percent of the task period, the values of foot-shank coupling are very close to zero in both groups, which suggests the two segments exhibit an in-phase relationship. With regard to minimums and maximums of the relative phase curve, the reversal was similar between the two groups "[Fig 3A](#pone.0149837.g003){ref-type="fig"}".

![Mean ensemble coordination pattern and variability in foot-shank and shank-thigh couplings during a single-step descent.\
The bold line represents the healthy and the dotted line represents the ACLD subjects. CP: coordination pattern, CV: coordination variability. Values are in degree. Vertical dashed lines represent the location of reversals.](pone.0149837.g003){#pone.0149837.g003}

There was a difference in the coordination pattern of the supporting shank-thigh between the healthy and ACLD subjects. Patients demonstrated more in-phase relationship in the early portion of the task. Nevertheless, the healthy control group had an anti-phase relationship. After 30 percent of the task period, the two groups demonstrated similar pattern with similar minimums and maximums "[Fig 3B](#pone.0149837.g003){ref-type="fig"}".

There were also dissimilarities in the coordination variability of the supporting foot-shank and shank-thigh couplings. Coordination variability of the supporting foot-shank coupling was higher around the initial contact phase of the step-descent "[Fig 3C](#pone.0149837.g003){ref-type="fig"}". For the shank-thigh coupling, coordination variability was higher in the first half of the task period. It also demonstrated higher coordination variability around initial contact "[Fig 3D](#pone.0149837.g003){ref-type="fig"}".

Stepping leg {#sec008}
------------

For the stepping leg, there was a difference in the coordination pattern of the foot-shank couplings between the two groups. The ACLD subjects had a more in-phase relationship, specifically before initial contact. Moreover, while the reversals were similar, magnitudes of minimums and maximums differed. After initial contact, similar pattern is discernible between the two groups "[Fig 3E](#pone.0149837.g003){ref-type="fig"}".

The stepping shank-thigh coordination pattern did not show difference between the two groups "[Fig 3F](#pone.0149837.g003){ref-type="fig"}". This is justified based on the coefficients of the nonlinear regression analysis.

There were dissimilarities between the two groups in the coordination variability of the stepping foot-shank and shank-thigh couplings. Coordination variability of the foot-shank and shank-thigh couplings was higher around initial contact in the ACLD subjects. Generally, in both groups the amount of variability showed a declining trend as the swing-leg was entering the stance phase "[Fig 3G and 3H](#pone.0149837.g003){ref-type="fig"}".

Kinematics of the hip, knee and ankle of both the supporting and stepping legs during the early phase and at initial contact of the step-descent task demonstrated no significant difference between the two groups. For example, the supporting knee flexion angle at early phase and stepping ankle plantar flexion angle at initial contact of the step-descent task were 26.78±6.84 and 28.05±6.68 in the healthy and 26.91±7.78 and 29.25±5.71 in the ACLD subjects respectively. (P value = 0.95 and 0.51, respectively) (Effect Size = 0.017 and 0.19 respectively). Likewise, the supporting knee flexion range of motion was 60.63±7.12 and 58.70±9.24 in healthy and ACLD subjects, (P value = 0.43) (Effect Size = 0.23). Furthermore, the average knee flexion angle of the supporting knee at initial contact was 49.70±9.39 and 47.02±7.47 in healthy and ACLD subjects respectively, (P value = 0.29) (Effect Size = 0.31).

Discussion {#sec009}
==========

The aim of the present study was to evaluate how the coordination patterns and kinematics of the ACLD subjects may be affected during a single-step descent. The results indicated altered relative phase dynamics in ACLD subjects. These findings confirm the results of previous investigations, which denoted strategy modification after ACL deficiency during different activities \[[@pone.0149837.ref001],[@pone.0149837.ref005],[@pone.0149837.ref006],[@pone.0149837.ref016],[@pone.0149837.ref028],[@pone.0149837.ref029]\]. However, these studies used discrete methods in their investigation. In this study, coordination variability of the inter-segmental couplings was higher in specific parts of the task as compared to the healthy control group. This is in accordance with the results of previous investigations, which reported increased coordination variability in pathologic conditions \[[@pone.0149837.ref014],[@pone.0149837.ref015],[@pone.0149837.ref026]\].

The results of the present study demonstrated similar coordination patterns for the foot-shank coupling of the supporting leg between the two groups "[Fig 3A](#pone.0149837.g003){ref-type="fig"}". This sounds reasonable because in our experiment right foot was bound flat on the step for a long duration after starting the task, so the foot might not have sufficient opportunity to show a variable behavior.

The results also demonstrated different coordination patterns of shank-thigh of the supporting leg in ACLD subjects compared to healthy control group "[Fig 3B](#pone.0149837.g003){ref-type="fig"}". Compared to the control group, ACLD subjects had an in-phase relationship in roughly the first half of the task period, where the lowering of the body mass was being controlled by the supporting leg.

Since ACLD subjects demonstrated more in-phase relationship for both foot-shank and shank-thigh couplings in their supporting leg (i.e. foot, shank and thigh move in the same direction) "[Fig 3A and 3B](#pone.0149837.g003){ref-type="fig"}", it seems that the body mass revolves around the distal component of the chain (i.e. the ankle joint) during forward continuance and controlled lowering phases of the task. This would transfer the control away from the unstable knee to the ankle, which may happen in ACLD subjects when they encounter challenging activities \[[@pone.0149837.ref030]\]. Coordination variability of the supporting foot-shank of the ACLD subjects was higher as compared to the healthy individuals especially around initial contact "[Fig 3C](#pone.0149837.g003){ref-type="fig"}". By and large, coordination variability of the supporting foot-shank in both groups reached its highest value around initial contact, which may denote more challenging characteristics of this phase of the step-descent. This may be due to maximum divergence of the center of mass from center of pressure occurring at the end of the single-leg stance of the supporting leg \[[@pone.0149837.ref027]\]. For the shank-thigh coupling of the supporting leg, coordination variability showed a difference, which is more variable in the early part of the task for the patient group "[Fig 3D](#pone.0149837.g003){ref-type="fig"}". This period is in accordance with the controlled lowering phase, which is challenging for ACLD subjects. The graph also showed more variability in ACLD subjects at the initial contact of the step-descent. Initial contact is a critical point in step-descent, which entails more balance compensation \[[@pone.0149837.ref027]\], hence more variability.

For the stepping leg, coordination pattern of the foot-shank coupling indicated different patterns between the two groups "[Fig 3E](#pone.0149837.g003){ref-type="fig"}". These differences were most pronounced in the first 60 percent of the task period, where the ACLD subjects showed a more in-phase relationship before initial contact of the stepping leg. This is confirmed by prior research, which revealed altered forefoot strategy of the sound side during step descent task \[[@pone.0149837.ref016],[@pone.0149837.ref031]\].

Regarding the stepping shank-thigh coordination pattern, the results demonstrated similar pattern between the two groups "[Fig 3F](#pone.0149837.g003){ref-type="fig"}". This was inferred based on the coefficients of nonlinear regression analysis. The mentioned similarities may be due to compensation at the distal link, i.e. the foot-shank coupling which copes with the disabling effects of the injured leg.

Coordination variability of the foot-shank coupling of the stepping leg demonstrated differences between the two groups "[Fig 3G](#pone.0149837.g003){ref-type="fig"}". This difference was more distinguished around initial contact, where higher variability for ACLD subjects was evident. The stepping shank-thigh coupling coordination variability showed difference so that the patient group demonstrated greater variability prior to the contact of the stepping leg "[Fig 3H](#pone.0149837.g003){ref-type="fig"}". Increased variability may be a compensatory mechanism adopted by the central nervous system to control body descending in such a demanding task \[[@pone.0149837.ref014]\]. This increased coordination variability may also be due to the unstable nature of the knee and lack of afferent information of ACLD subjects \[[@pone.0149837.ref032]\]. Whether this increased variability is attributable to the unstable nature of ACLD subject (bad variability) or to the flexibility-stability (good variability) of the neuromusculoskeletal system is yet to be determined. Since such a different coordination pattern and variability persists even after reconstruction surgery \[[@pone.0149837.ref002],[@pone.0149837.ref010]\], neuromuscular training is suggested to be included during rehabilitation program.

It this study, altered coordination pattern and coordination variability was evident for healthy left leg. These alterations may be attributed to the crossover caused by central nervous system which may affect bilateral balance \[[@pone.0149837.ref033]\] and quadriceps activation \[[@pone.0149837.ref034]\] in unilateral ACL rupture. This result confirms the results of the previous investigations which stated that sound side of the ACLD subjects is not a reliable standard for comparison to the injured side \[[@pone.0149837.ref004]\]. Therefore, it is suggested to use the term 'less-affected' side instead of 'non-affected' or intact side to denote non-injured side in ACLD subjects.

In the present study, kinematics of the hip, knee and ankle of both supporting and stepping legs did not show any significant difference between the healthy and the ACLD subjects. This is in accordance with previous studies which denoted spared kinematics of the lower limb in these patients during step descent task. This may be due to more knee flexion angle of the supporting leg during step descent activities as compared to other functional activities such as level walking \[[@pone.0149837.ref005]\]. In this regard, it could be suggested that during step activity, kinematic verifications would not be helpful in differentiating ACLD from healthy subjects. Rather, a more sophisticated dynamic approach such as CRP would uncover such discrepancies. In this study, kinematic data were examined at the early and at initial contact of the task period. We considered these instances because of challenging characteristics of the step task at these two points.

As stated earlier, the reversals in coordination pattern demonstrate changes in coordination dynamics. Such reversals represent a critical point in the task cycle \[[@pone.0149837.ref024]\]. In this study, coordination patterns of the supporting foot-shank and stepping shank-tight showed a reversal around 60 percent of the task. Likewise, coordination patterns of the supporting shank-thigh and stepping foot-shank showed a reversal around 70 percent of the task. These points correspond to the initial contact of the step-descent task, where body weight transfers from the supporting leg to the stepping leg and is considered a critical point "Dotted lines in [Fig 3A--3F and 3B--3E](#pone.0149837.g003){ref-type="fig"}", respectively.

Preferred speed was not significantly different between the two groups, so the disparity in coordination pattern and coordination variability would not be attributable to the difference in stepping velocity of the task ([Table 1](#pone.0149837.t001){ref-type="table"}).

Previous studies indicated that the time elapsed since injury may affect compensatory adaptations of the ACLD subject \[[@pone.0149837.ref007],[@pone.0149837.ref035]\]. In this study, the duration of injury was in a narrow range, 8.02 ±2.28 months, resulting in more homogenous ACLD subjects.

ACLD subjects demonstrated different strategies in both lower extremities during a single-step descent. They also showed increased coordination variability, especially before the stepping leg contacts the floor. However, kinematic data did not show any difference between the two groups. Therefore, our results suggest that examining the coordination patterns of the limbs might better explain the pathobiomechanics of the ACLD subjects during step descent task.
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